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Abstract
In this paper we present the prototype for a hybrid
testbed for modular satellites. Modular satellites are being
investigated as low-cost and sustainable approaches for a
new space infrastructure in the near term future. Traditional approaches for the development of spacecraft buses
and payloads have been very costly, including large facilities for hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) simulations and environment tests. The modularization of spacecraft enables
us to have the same procedures on a much smaller level
only using individual modules.
With the new method, small modules with different
payloads can be tested and developed at small, decentralized facilities while the rest of the satellite is being simulated. Most interactions with the module in development
are achieved through a simple standard interface.
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Figure 1. Modular spacecraft concept.
Spacecraft is a modular version of
SmallGEO.

Introduction and motivation

1.1 Modular spacecraft
The space sector is currently undergoing profound
changes as new companies enter the market for satellite
launches which causes reduced costs for launch services
and easier access to space [1]. In addition, the growing
problem of space debris [2] requires new approaches to
make spaceflight sustainable. Because of the increased
competition among spaceflight companies extendable and
more economic approaches of building and developing
satellites are required. The iBoss Project is developing
new paradigms for the development, building and testing of spacecraft and satellites that meet those requirements. The solution here is to develop highly modularized
and decentralized spacecraft [3] (figure 1). This enables
the standardization of space systems, components and test
procedures which can potentially reduce costs by a large
factor. The modularity of space systems also opens up
new opportunities in the development and testing area.
Modularization on component level was identified as
a feasible method to build reconfigurable, modular spacecraft [4]. The developed modules (figure 2) have a standardized geometry and with several interfaces on each

module a lot of different configurations can be built. Subsystems are being distributed over several modules which
has the advantage of scalability as well as a possible n-fold
redundancy. As a result of the high degree of redundancy
the subsystem overhead can be reduced by a large factor
and result in weight savings. But the subsystems have to
be adapted to such a spacecraft and a lot of testing has to
be done in advance. The modular nature of the system facilitates this endeavor as will be explained in the following
section.

1.2 Hybrid Testbed
In contrast to traditional systems, it is now feasible to
verify individual modules while the rest of the system resides in a whole-system simulation including attitude dynamics, control, thermal and power subsystems.
In order to be able to do this we are presenting a new
test bed where individual modules can be tested in different stages of development. We are using prototypemodules that were developed in the iBoss project [4] and
in addition a mock-up of several hybrid modules that consist only of an OBC and network (On-Board Computer)
while the rest of the module hardware is simulated. The
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Figure 2. Cube-shaped
40cm edge-length.

module

Figure 3. Photo of the demonstrator
with: prototype modules (1 and 2),
mockup (3) and interface between
mockup and modules.

with

test bed is being used for the development of a new,
modular and decentralized ACS system. Some additional
technological features that are not available in monolithic
spacecraft such as new redundancy concepts (n+1 redundancy) and exploiting network effects can also be tested.
In the beginning, the main reason for the development of a hybrid testbed was the lack of experience with
reconfigurable spacecraft. The modular system architecture itself also makes it rather easy to do build hybrid
hardware-in-the-loop simulations as individual modules
are not as complex as a full-fledged spacecraft with all its
subsystems. This makes it feasible to build a simulation
which can run on three different levels: 100% simulated,
partially simulated and real modules in combination with
each other. The initials goal of the hybrid testbed were:
• Verification of modular flight software for a modular system such as: Thermal Control System (TCS),
Electrical Control System (ECS) and Attitude and
Orbit Control System (AOCS).
• Test of the newly developed Interface Control Unit
(ICU, with optical redundancy mechanism and bidirectional mosfet switches).
• Test of the data concept with respect to typical control tasks of a modular satellite bus.
• Test of redundancy concepts.
• Visualization and testing interaction paradigms with
the simulated system.
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Subsystems of Hybrid Test Bed

2.1 Modules and Mockup
The prototypes are 3 cube-shaped modules including
4, 3 and 2 interfaces (Figure 3 1 and 2). The structure consists of carbon-fibre sandwich plates with an edge length
of 40 cm. The modules are fully autonomous and can also
function without additional infrastructure including the interfaces.
In addition there is a mockup part (Figure 3 3) that
partially simulates several modules on a hardware level.
But it consists only of a network of ARM Computers
(Rasperry Pis) with the original software. The mockup
can then be connected through a single interface with the
modules.

2.2 Module Components
Every module consists of a number of basic components to be able to fullfill the basic requirements for interconnected modules (figure 4). These Components are:
• A Computer (on-board computer (OBC), based on
ARM architecture) which is currently based on
Commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) components.
• a COTS switch that handles incoming traffic through
the data-interfaces and handles data bus loops that
occur due to the highly interconnected interfaces.
The switch is also responsible to inform the network
about the topology of the module compound.
• Power Control Unit (PCU, optionally with battery) to
provide power to components.

• Interfaces with Interface Control Unit (ICU) for
docking with neighboring modules.
• Optional payload connected to Ethernet bus and
power bus.

• The interface is also equipped with several sensors
which help in detecting the docking state of the interface. They can also be used to detect the relative
rotation between two modules. In addition the sensors can be used to act as a back-up bus in case of a
failure of the data-interface.
• The Interface Control Unit (ICU) carries all the electronics of th interface and also connects it with the
local communication bus.

Figure 4. Hardware Components of a
single module (low-level components
in orange).

2.3 Interface
On a physical level, there are several distinct subcomponents of the interface (figure 5). There are of course
more interfaces on a software-level such as communication protocols, middleware layers and application frameworks which will be discussed in section 2.5:
• The mechanical interface. It is designed as a
hermaphrodite interface which can withstand the
forces of a rocket launch and acts as a docking mechanism between modules. It also provides the required
pressure for the thermal and electrical interface.
• The data interface connects the communication buses
of neighboring modules through a central optical
data-bus which is freely rotatable around the docking axis.
• The electrical Interface consists of two conducting
rings which transfer electric current. The electronics
of the electrical interface are capable of switching the
interface on or off. It also acts as a fuse in case of a
short circuit and it can measure the energy flow between neighboring modules.
• The thermal interface acts as a thermal conductor between modules. It is required for some missions to
reduce the thermal gradient within the satellite. Our
prototypes do not have a thermal interface yet, as it
only makes sense to use them in a vacuum.

Figure 5. Interface to connect modules.

2.4 Data Handling
The modular version of the classical data-handling
subsystem (DHS) consists of a switch for each module
and in between each module, an optical communication
bus transmits the data between the switches. Payloads
and the OBC are connected directly to the switches. In
addition, the bus is divided into a local and a global communication bus where basic components are connected to
the light-weight local bus and inter-module communication employs the high-bandwidth global bus.
The decision for CAN as the protocol for the local bus
was made because it is already used on satellites and our
department has some experience using it in space applications. The global data-bus on the other hand is based
on Ethernet. There are several reasons for this: 1.) a lot
of software is available for Ethernet, 2.) (space-qualified)
switches are available and much cheaper than for example
spacewire based solutions 3.) very high bandwidth, which
is necessary for todays space applications (for example
live camera pictures, SLAM).
The OBC acts as a bridge between the local and the
global data bus which also gives it the capability to separate low-level and high-level communication. To ensure a

redundant communication channel in case one of the components in the switch-obc-datainterface-chain fails, some
of the sensors in the interface can be switched to CAN
communication mode. This happens automatically when
communication with a neighboring module is lost (figure
6).

Figure 6. Redundancy
concept
for
datainterface. With the Ethernet bus
bus in green-yellow disabled, the blue
CAN-bus acts as back-up

a)

2.5 Software
There are three main software components in the
testbed:
1. The model consists primarily of a collection of Functional Mockup Unit (FMU [5]) libraries which are
compiled by a modelica [6]. First, detailed models
of the components within the modules were developed. Afterwards they were hierarchically put together to form the individual modules. The module models then get exported using the FunctionalMockup-Interface (FMI) Standard, which gives 3rd
party programs a standardized interface to the simulated modules. While the FMU models provide detailed simulation on module-level, global system dynamics, sensor-data and interaction with the environment (by using Actuators) will be provided to the
FMU parts via FMI by the Virtual Testbed.
2. The module control software (figure 7) is responsible for all control tasks within the simulated satellite
itself. The Communication between modules relies
on a framework with the name RODOS (real-time
kernel operating system) [7], with its origins in the
satellite TET-1. It acts as a publish-subscribe middleware layer on the Ethernet bus and secures communication between actors and sensors of different modules. Infrastructure like debugging tools, GUIs and
supporting software are provided by the ROS framework [8]. As ROS in its current version (1.0) is built
on a master-slave topology it can not be used as middleware layer. The middleware part of RODOS on
the other hand has peer-to-peer capabilities. A RODOS - ROS bridge secures communication between
the two middlewares.

b)
Figure 7. Software architcture of hybrid
testbed: a) software running in
mockup, b) complete software stack
and interfaces

3. The Virtual Testbed (Verosim) has several tasks:
it has to handle visualization, interactivity and
parametrization of experiments. The simulated satellite dynamics and other environment simulation routines are handled by this software. It also loads the
FMU models and connects them with the environment simulation and the real modules as well as the
mockup. As the Virtual Testbed does only have a
socket interface, another software bridge exchanges
messages between the ROS network and the simulation. In addition it can be used to control individual
interfaces of the modules through the visualization.
The Virtual Testbed was developed by our project
partners from the MMI (Institute for Man-Machine
INteraction, Aachen, Germany).
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Figure 8. Demonstration of robotic capabilities with the same prototype hardware and software that was used in
the hybrid demonstrator.

Demonstration of Capabilities

The Capabilities of the hybrid testbed were to be
demonstrated at a presentation at the German Aerospace
Center (DLR, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) in Bonn, Germany. As a test-scenario, the demonstration of the error recovery capabilities of the system
using the backup CAN-bus was chosen:

• ACS Software
• Power fluctuations due to tumbling of satellite,

1. Due to a power-failure (simulated by ripping out the
PCU of a building block) a module with ACS components does not answer anymore.
2. Neighboring modules detect the problem and try to
communicate with it through the back-up CAN interface.
3. Through the CAN interface (which functions independent of the PCU) the failure is analyzed and as
a result the backup ACS module in the simulation is
activated.
The scenario was executed and worked as intended to
show the capabilities of the testbed. Due to the complexity
of the software it didn’t work very reliable though and
leaves some room for improvement on the software side.
As an addition the same modules from the hybrid testbed with the exact same software were used by
our project partners from FZI (Forschungszentrum Informatik, Karlsruhe, Germany) for a robotic demonstration.
In this demonstration scenario, a mockup satellite was being reconfigured by a servicer robot with manipulators
(figure 8).
Further scenarios can be tested as soon as the necessary hardware- and software in available:
• Thermal Control Subystem (TCS) in a vacuum environment
• placing the tested in a radiation test environment

• lockdown of powerbus
• Interaction of payloads with satellite bus.
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Conclusion

In building the hybrid testbed a lot of experience was
gained in how to use and build the electronics and software for modular systems. As it wasn’t feasible, to build
several iterations of modules this helps keeping the costs
at a low level already at such an early stage.
It is now also clear that the amount of hardware per
module has to be reduced, to be feasible as a modular
space system. In the current prototypes, a lot of space
is lost for the basic components of the satellite. A solution would be the combination of the basic components
(PCU, OBC, Switch) in a single entity as well as using the
CPU of the OBC as a switch configuration system. This
would leave enough space for payloads and it would also
be lighter then the current system.
As the current version of module components are
COTS-based, the process of redesigning the core components of each module will also incorporate mostly spacequalified hardware.
The Software architecture of the current demonstrator is very complex. This fact makes it very difficult to
configure the hybrid testbed. In addition, the software becomes almost unmaintainable. A solution for this is to
move from ROS1.0 to ROS2.0. ROS2.0 will tackle several

Figure 9. Simplified software architecture with ROS2.0.

of the problems that prevents ROS1.0 from being used as
middleware in the modules. It will have the required peerto-peer capability, it embraces the DDS publish-subscribe
standard with real-time communication and quality of service parameters. A Software architecture with ROS2.0
would not need all the network bridges that are employed
in our current architecture to translate messages between
RODOS, ROS1.0 and the virtual testbed (figure 9).
As a next step, the hybrid testbed shall be used to verify the systems of a proposed mission consisting of only a
few modules (figure 10). Before that the module software
and hardware has to be upgraded according to the above
proposals though.
Finally the development of this hybrid demonstrator
shows the potential of future developments in this area as
shown in figure 11: A potential client that wants to install
its payload on a modular satellite would be able to do all
the tests of its hardware within a single module in its own
facility for very low costs. The rest of the system would
be simulated, whereas the ground support equipment to
connect the simulation with the buildingblock (and also
simulate th environment) could be standardized and also
be potentially made cheaper that way.
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Figure 10. Small modular mission concept.

Figure 11. Future Version of Demonstrator with ground support Equipment.
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